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When applying competition law, competition authorities must comply with the undertak-
ings’ ‘fundamental’ rights and guarantees. The right of defence is commonly understood as
a right that unfolds in several dimensions, being the basis of other as important rights such
as the right to be heard or the right to access the file. In case C‑607/18 P NKT Verwaltung
and NKT v Commission, the Court has delivered a fruitful judgment for the debate about
fairness in Competition Law procedures.
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I. Introduction

On 14 May 2020, the Court of Justice delivered its fi-
nal judgment on the action brought by two under-
takings against the Commission Decision C(2014)
2139 final, of 2 April 20141 (Final Decision), on the
thus known Power Cables Cartel. In this ruling, the
Court decided to partially annul the contested Final
Decision on the breach of the Appellants’ right of de-
fence2.

It is a truism that in competition proceedings, un-
dertakings’ rights of defence are probably their ma-
jor asset against the ‘rising’ power of competition au-
thorities, being, as well, a perfect example of the im-
portance of procedural rights. Even though its struc-
ture is complex, the right of defence has been iden-

tified as common ground for more specific rights,
also directed to ensure undertakings’ defence as is
the case of the right to be heard or the right of ac-
cess to the Commission’s file3. In simple terms, the
core of such right(s) requires that the undertaking
concerned is able to express its views effectively on
the documents and evidence used by the Commis-
sion to support its allegation of an infringement. In
order to do so, the undertaking shall be offered, at
least, three opportunities, during the administrative
procedure: i) to know which objections are being
raised against it; ii) ‘to examine all the documents in
the investigation that might be relevant for its de-
fence’4, and, finally, iii) ‘to make known its views on
the truth and relevance of the facts alleged and on
the documents used by the Commission to support
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